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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years the competitive balance and parity within the National Basketball Association (“NBA”) have been at an all-time low. Competitiveness and parity may seem like low-lying fruit when viewed in light of the NBA’s history of litigation and allegations of discrimination. Nevertheless, when the Miami Heat signed the “Big 3” (LeBron James, Dwyane Wade, and Chris Bosh) to its franchise during the 2010-2011 season, the NBA entered a new era with new priorities that may be best served by avoiding future litigation.

The main competitive balance issue in the current NBA is the move by 2014 Most Valuable Player (“MVP”) Kevin Durant to the 2015 Champion Golden State Warriors. NBA commissioner, Adam Silver, is an advocate of competitive balance in the league and has criticized Durant for joining the Warriors because some acknowledge the league is the healthiest when all teams are solvent, profitable and competitive.

As to parity, in October 2014, the NBA signed over television media rights to Turner Broadcasting and ESPN for $24 billion. Since the NBA is a private company, its financial statements are not publicly available. The league's annual television revenues increase from $31 million per team to $89 million per team on average over the life of the new deal. This windfall should play a role in players’ contract percent increases and the salary cap.
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This paper will begin with a discussion of the previous lawsuits that delineated the boundaries of NBA player versus league action: *Robertson v. National Basketball Association*; *Wood v. National Basketball Association*; and *National Basketball Association v. Williams*. The second section will examine the issues of competitive balance and parity against the letter of the current collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”). Specifically, I will suggest what provisions in the CBA should be modified for the potential opt out, the pros and cons to opting out of the current CBA, what the NBA has to lose or gain, and what the players have to lose or gain. Additionally, I will explain how preventing the formation of powerhouse teams like the current Golden State Warriors and 2010 Miami Heat team will increase competitive balance and parity within the NBA.

The final section will describe the legal remedies available to both players and teams through the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), including decertification and disclaimer of interest, and the likelihood that either side will invoke those remedies in a labor dispute.

**I. HISTORY OF LITIGATION BETWEEN THE LEAGUE AND PLAYERS**

Bob Cousy, Boston Celtics All-Star, began organizing players in 1957, seeking their input and support for a formal union to represent players’ interests. As described by the NBPA:

In 1967, the American Basketball Association was formed, and the new competition helped cause players’ salaries to rise. Recognizing this trend, the NBA soon opened discussions with the ABA over a possible merger which would eliminate this healthy competition for player services. In response, the players filed the “Oscar Robertson Suit” under the antitrust laws in 1970. Through the lawsuit, the players hoped to block the merger and also ease the burden of various other player restraints, including the option clause that bound players to a team in perpetuity.

In the *Robertson* suit, a class action, players alleged violations of antitrust law through the league’s reserve clause, uniform player contract, and college draft. In the suit:

- The NBPA [won] a restraining order to block the merger, and the owners came to the table, though not before unsuccessfully attempting to gain Congressional approval for a merger. The new [NBPA] president Paul Silas used leverage from the court victory to ink a new deal with the NBA. The new deal gave players a limited form of free agency, eliminating the option
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clause in all contracts. The ABA and NBA finally merged, but by that time the collective bargaining agreement brought the players an increase in the minimum salary from $20,000 to $30,000, an increase in pension benefits, medical and dental coverage, All-Star Game pay, term life insurance, and a fair per diem.23

The next suit that would arise against the NBA would be from Leon Wood, a USA Basketball Olympic gold medalist, insisting the "salary cap," college draft, and prohibition of player corporations violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act.24 and were not exempt from the Sherman Act by reason of the non-statutory "labor exemption."25 The court, however, dismissed the case, stating that the challenged provisions were in part the result of the settlement of the earlier antitrust action brought by players against the NBA (Robertson).26

The next lawsuit the NBA and the players would face came in the form of yet another class action. The NBA filed suit against players seeking a declaratory judgment to continue implementation of the college draft, the right of first refusal, and the salary cap.27 The NBA vigorously stated these measures were not unreasonable restraints of trade and therefore did not violate the antitrust laws.28

The players, along with the National Basketball Players Association, brought counterclaims alleging the continuation of these policies were unreasonable restraints of trade not exempt from antitrust law and thereby violated the Sherman Act.29 The result of this suit was that the NBA and Teams' continued implementation of the college draft, right of first refusal, and the salary cap did not violate antitrust laws.30 The courts once again urged the league and the players to pursue the only rational course for the resolution of their disputes; that is, a course of collective bargaining pursued by both sides in good faith.31 No court, no matter how highly situated, can replace this time-honored manner of labor dispute resolution.32

II. CURRENT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

The NBPA and the league were very optimistic when it came to reaching a new collective bargaining agreement before the December 2016 deadline.33 This optimism would eliminate the possibility of a work stoppage in 2017.34 In Adam Silver’s board of governors, a few of the main issues concerning the CBA that would be discussed were higher rookie contract sale, two-way
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contracts between the NBA and NBA Development League, and max contract sale.\textsuperscript{35} There was also an opportunity for expansion teams to arise.\textsuperscript{36} NBA Commissioner Adam Silver has always been fond of soccer tournament style of play, and adding two more teams to the NBA would allow this to happen.\textsuperscript{37} Despite both sides being optimistic, the NBPA advised its players “to accept paychecks over a 18-month period for the 2016-2017 NBA season instead of the standard 12-month period as one mechanism to help players financially prepare for a possible work stoppage (lockout).”\textsuperscript{38}

There are currently three main ways that the NBA is demonstrating competitive balance among the league’s thirty teams.\textsuperscript{39} The first is the draft that includes players who at minimum have played at least one year at the collegiate level with talent being distributed to teams in reverse-order (teams with the worst records in the previous season are given the opportunity to select higher in the draft).\textsuperscript{40} The current structure of the NBA Draft Lottery is:

Fourteen ping pong balls numbered 1-14 in a standard lottery machine. Four balls are drawn at random to determine the winner of each of the top three picks in the Draft. The order of the numbers drawn are not important, 1-2-3-4 is considered to be the same as 3-4-2-1. Each team in the lottery is assigned a certain amount of four number combinations.\textsuperscript{41}

The team with the worst record during a NBA season will get 250 out of the 1,000 number combinations available.\textsuperscript{42} “The team with the best record in the lottery has only five combinations.”\textsuperscript{43} Only the top three picks are drawn via the lottery.\textsuperscript{44} The remaining picks are decided by reverse order of finish.\textsuperscript{45}

Second, the league utilizes revenue sharing as an additional mechanism that attempts to produce competitive balance.\textsuperscript{46} The NBA’s current revenue sharing plan was years in development and represents a staggering shift in league policy as the NBA redistributes wealth among its teams.\textsuperscript{47} When fully phased in in the 2013-14 season, the league saw a stunning $140 million in additional revenue sharing coming into play compared with the former year, moving money through a complex formula that shifts some of the financial wealth of big-market NBA teams to
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the league’s neediest teams, each of which could receive up to $16 million a year as part of the plan.\textsuperscript{48}

[T]he NBA has done away with its old system of requiring teams to meet a set of business performance benchmarks developed by business consultants McKinsey & Co. The new plan calls for small-market teams to generate at least 70 percent of the league-wide average in total team revenue in order to receive full revenue-sharing benefits. Large-market teams must generate 130 percent of the league-wide team revenue average. Should a team fall short of its expected revenue, it must make up the difference in its level of contribution.

The NBA’s current revenue sharing plan redistributes money from teams that generate significant local revenue (e.g., “big market” teams such as the Chicago Bulls, Los Angeles Lakers, and New York Knicks) to teams that generate less local revenue (e.g., “small market” teams such as the Minnesota Timberwolves, Milwaukee Bucks, and Orlando Magic).\textsuperscript{49}

The third way the NBA attempts to produce competitive balance is the salary cap, which “limits the amount of money each team is allowed to spend on player salaries.”\textsuperscript{50} Salary caps strive to create competitive balance on the basketball court by creating competitive financial balance with respect to limiting what teams are permitted to spend on player compensation each NBA season. The league’s salary cap directly impacts player salaries. The salary cap each year is calculated based on a percentage of “Basketball Related Income” (“BRI”). The NBA CBA contains a detailed formula for determining BRI, which includes most revenues earned at the league and team levels. Sources of revenue include league licensing revenue, media rights and corporate partnership agreements as well as team revenue streams such as gate receipts, local media rights deals, and team sponsorship agreements. BRI essentially indicates the financial health of the NBA. Player salaries correlate with team and league revenue.\textsuperscript{51}

“A major emphasis during negotiations of the current CBA was to give every team, regardless of market size, an equal opportunity to compete for a championship.”\textsuperscript{52} The salary cap for the 2016-17 season was $94.1 million with the salary cap floor set at $84.7 million.\textsuperscript{53} The luxury tax line increased to $113.3 million for the 2016-2017 season.\textsuperscript{54}

The luxury tax is a mechanism that helps control team spending. While it is commonly referred to as a "luxury tax," the CBA simply calls it a "tax" or a "team payment." It is paid by high spending teams -- those with a team salary exceeding
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a predetermined tax level. These teams pay a penalty for each dollar their team salary (with a few exceptions, see below) exceeds the tax level.\textsuperscript{55}

The new salary cap figure is $24.1 million more than the 2015-16 salary cap, representing a record increase for a single season.\textsuperscript{56} The NBA’s salary cap has never previously risen by more than $8 million in the modern era.\textsuperscript{57} The current collective bargaining agreement has the framework of a soft cap, which has exceptions that allow teams to surpass both the salary cap and luxury tax threshold, which comes with incremental increases in tax depending on how far a team goes above the cap.\textsuperscript{58}

\section*{III. New Collective Bargaining Agreement}

\textbf{A. NBA Draft Lottery}

There have been many debates over the years about the structure of the NBA Draft lottery system.\textsuperscript{59} The objective of the draft lottery is to create a level playing field as described above but some teams perform horribly during the season to ensure a high lottery pick.\textsuperscript{60} One alternative to the lottery draft system is:

\textquote{[T]he “lottery wheel,” a 30-year rotation with a different team picking first every year and no team picking more than once. This idea has been revamped to a five-year rotation, in which teams are grouped with five other teams, and, depending on the record, the worst team would get the highest pick in the group.}\textsuperscript{61}

Another alternative to the lottery draft system is to eliminate it completely.\textsuperscript{62} The draft has obvious flaws like teams tanking during the season to secure a top draft pick and top players getting stuck in situations that are not ideal for their career.\textsuperscript{63} With so many flaws stemming from the current draft/lottery process, the NBA could implement a new system that has rookies enter as free agents.\textsuperscript{64} “[T]he team with the most salary cap space can offer the most” money and the teams that have reached their maximum salary cap space get no picks.\textsuperscript{65} The worst teams would have the
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larger budget to sign the best rookies, but those players would not be bound to the team that drafts them. The player would have the opportunity to sign with better franchises, coaches, and teammates for less money. This does not fix the competitive balance problem because there is the possibility of a highly sought-after player deciding to take less money to join a powerhouse team.

None of the above-mentioned alternatives fix the competitive balance issue at hand. The new system should eliminate tanking while still enabling bad teams to get better through the draft without enabling already good teams to stockpile even more talent. Therefore, the NBA should consider equally weighing the lottery, which gives each team the same odds at getting picks. “Part of the philosophy behind every major sports draft is the concept of improving competitive balance: the goal is to bring up the bottom of the league and to make it harder for good teams to continue to dominate.”

Assign equal weight to all lottery odds, so that each team would have an equal chance to receive any lottery pick, with two exceptions. First, teams that finish in the bottom four of the league three years in a row are guaranteed a top five pick (but still receive only an equal chance at any of those top five picks as any other team). Second, teams that get a top five pick two years in a row are ineligible to receive top five picks for the next two years. Truly bad teams are prevented from repeatedly missing out on top picks year after year, because if they bottom out three years in a row, they are guaranteed to get a top five pick.

This system will ensure that no one team will stockpile elite draft talent year after year because there will be provisions where any team that happens to get two consecutive top five picks cannot get one again for another two years. This system is easy to implement because all the league has to do is alter the lottery odds and it can be implemented without altering the current system of trading picks; “so teams would still be able to protect picks depending on where they fall.”

B. Revenue Sharing
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“The salary cap is a necessity in a league where teams from Oklahoma City and Memphis must compete with teams from New York and Los Angeles.” Revenue sharing ensures that all teams have a fair and balanced opportunity to recruit the best players.

C. Salary Cap

The NBA wants to implement a hard salary cap in this upcoming collective bargaining agreement because they fought for it with this current collective bargaining agreement and did not meet its goal. “A hard cap would make it impossible for any team to have a team salary more than a given total.” The salary cap for the 2017-2018 season is $99,093 million. A hard salary cap will help with the competitive balance and parity issue in the NBA because it will ensure that teams do not surpass the allotted salary cap.

D. Potential Franchise Tag System

The National Football League (“NFL”) currently has a franchise tag system, which has been described as follows:

The franchise tag is more or less a last resort for teams trying to retain their best unrestricted free agents. It’s essentially a one-year deal that grants a window to negotiate a long-term contract. If no deal is struck before July 15, the player gets locked into his one-year deal. The price is based on the average of the top five salaries from the player’s position or 120 percent of his previous salary, whichever number is higher. Needless to say, teams will try to avoid tagging quarterbacks and pass rushers because those positions tend to be the most expensive.

There are two types of franchise tags: exclusive and non-exclusive. The exclusive tag is the one described earlier with only the original team allowed to negotiate with the player. The non-exclusive tag allows other teams to negotiate with the original team given the choice to match any offer. If the original team chooses not to match an offer, it receives two first-round picks as compensation. The transition tag is similar to non-exclusive, except the original team gets no compensation if it doesn’t match the offer.

The NBA should propose a franchise tag system similar to that of the NFL’s to eliminate star players from leaving small market teams to join large market teams. If the goal of the NBA is to provide equal opportunity to all thirty teams in the league at winning a championship, they
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have to prevent super teams from developing and this is one way to do so.\textsuperscript{84} Players are concerned with having the talent on their roster to compete for a championship.\textsuperscript{85} Implementing this system allows teams to keep “star” players and leaves them with enough revenue to go after more talent.\textsuperscript{86}

**IV. Legal Remedies Available to Players and the League**

During the last collective bargaining agreement process between the player’s association and the league, the player’s association filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) alleging that the NBA was failing to negotiate in good faith.\textsuperscript{87} The NBPA accused the league of making “‘harsh, inflexible and grossly regressive takeaway demands,’” “failing to ‘provide relevant financial information,’ ‘repeatedly threatening’ to lock out the players[,] and ‘making demands and threats that are inherently destructive of the collective bargaining process.’”\textsuperscript{88} Once the league and the union failed to reach an agreement before the deadline, the NBA commenced a lockout of its players.\textsuperscript{89}

A few months later, the NBA decided to file its own complaint with the NLRB, claiming that the NBPA had failed to collectively bargain in good faith.\textsuperscript{90} The NBA also alleged that the NBPA had engaged in the “impermissible negotiating tactic” of threatening to decertify (or disclaim interest in) representing players and subsequently file an antitrust lawsuit as a means to create leverage in the collective bargaining process.\textsuperscript{91} The NBA also filed a lawsuit asking a federal court to rule that the league’s lockout was protected by the non-statutory labor exemption and therefore did not violate antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{92} Eventually the NBPA disclaimed its status as the NBA players’ collective bargaining representative.\textsuperscript{93} NBA players then filed two lawsuits in federal court alleging that the NBA was in violation of antitrust laws because the league refused to allow players to work.\textsuperscript{94} Within two weeks of the players filing antitrust lawsuits, the NBA and its players had a tentative agreement in place on November 26, 2011.\textsuperscript{95} All of these legal remedies are
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available to the league and the players during this upcoming collective bargaining agreement process.\textsuperscript{96}

CONCLUSION

The goal of the NBA is to have a competitive league and the goal of the players is to have the best opportunity to win a NBA championship. It is important to the league to maintain competitive balance and parity because they want to engage fans and keep sponsors happy. With the negotiations of the collective bargaining agreement commencing in December 2016, both parties had to sit down and come to an understanding of each parties’ wants and needs. Adam Silver has made it clear that the current atmosphere of the NBA with players joining together to create super teams is not in the best interest of the league’s parity,\textsuperscript{97} and that issue will be ongoing in all future collective bargaining agreements.
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